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Healthy breakfasts pe-can be easy this autumn
Purition’s new Pecan & Cinnamon recipe combines complete nutrition with delicious seasonal

flavours

Naturally nutritious shake brand, Purition, has captured the toasty, indulgent flavours of

autumn with a new limited edition, Pecan & Cinnamon.

Made from a crafted blend of ground seeds and nuts, Purition offers an excellent source of

natural nutrition in a hassle-free and quick breakfast solution.

Harnessing the delicious flavours of the season with no added sugar or hidden nasties, Pecan &

Cinnamon has a nutty, buttery flavour profile combined with the warming, woody spice of

cinnamon. 

Like others in the Purition range, new Pecan & Cinnamon is only made with real food

ingredients. The winter warmer can be enjoyed as an instant 'oat free porridge' or smoothie to

help start the day with a low-carb breakfast. Easy to make, it offers a simple way to bring plenty

of protein, healthy fats, fibre and naturally occurring vitamins into your diet.

Edward Taylor, founder at Purition, says:
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“When developing new flavours we look for ingredients that can give even more nutritional

value to our recipe while also delivering on great taste. Pecans contain good fats and are

packed with antioxidants, vitamins, and minerals. Cinnamon is also loaded with antioxidants

and is known for its anti-inflammatory properties too. Bring them together with our

trademark blend of seven seeds and nuts including pumpkin, chia and flax seeds, and you

have a truly natural, highly nutritious and delicious shake that’s perfect for autumn and

winter.”

A small, nutritious meal in a glass made in just 30 seconds, Purition Pecan & Cinnamon offers

convenient, complete nutrition to support healthy eating goals and maintain wellness during

the cooler months.

New Purition Pecan & Cinnamon is available in both a vegan or non-vegan recipe. A 500g

pouch, which includes approximately 10-12 servings, costs £22.95 from www.purition.co.uk.

For anyone wanting to try Purition for the first time, Pecan & Cinnamon can be added to the

brand’s Discovery Box, a trial pack which includes six 40g servings in a choice of flavours for

£13.50.  
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ABOUT HIGHLIGHT PR

Highlight PR is a results-focused PR and content marketing agency, based in Bath. The agency specialises in
consumer PR for baby, kids and family brands and licensed characters and B2B PR for architects, designers,
events, leisure and creative companies.

About Purition

Purition is passionate about the importance of eating real food for health and wellness. 

It is dedicated to using the freshest, highest quality ingredients sourced responsibility. 

Purition meals can be prepared in seconds helping to take the hassle out of healthy eating

without compromising real ingredients for the sake of convenience or profit.

The recipes are based on nutritious nuts and seeds, ground, mixed and chopped in the company

HQ in Shropshire, UK.  

The British owned and operated company is committed to reducing food miles, unnecessary

plastic and food waste. Over 75% of the ingredients are grown in Europe and since 2018, it has

reduced the amount of unnecessary plastic use by 388kg.  

For more information about Purition go to: 

https://www.purition.co.uk/about-purition   
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